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I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

1985 made commitment to conduct longitudinal
research on our students.
1.

From national and state perspective,
wanted to add to research literature on

(;.

gifted students
2.

From internal perspective, recognized
responsibility to have substantive
mechanism to make decisions about
programs and students

3.

Recognized that role as a laboratory
compelled us to continue to find ways to
answer the questions would be asked of us,
and indeed, that we were asking ourselves:
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FROM A BROAD PERSPECTIVE,
a.

Is IMSA "making a difference" in the
educational development of gifted
youngsters?

b.

If so, what Iidifference" are we making?

c.

How can we use this information to
help others make a Iidifference" as
well?

4.

In this age of accountability, what about the
I MSA experience can we say is value
II

added,1I and what evidence do we have?

5.

After three years, how are we and our
graduates doing? These are our broad
questions.

B.

This study does not directly or definitively answer
these questions; no study of student reflections
could; however, when viewed in the context of
other indicators, we do begin to get a picture of
how our graduates have viewed the IMSA
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experience, and what it has meant to them as
learners.

II.

WHAT ARE THE CRITERIA BY WHICH WE WILL
DEFINE OUR SUCCESS?
A.

Traditionally accepted performance indicators,
and by these measures we have been
enormously successful

1.

SAT - upper 1 percent of student population
nationwide (SATM 702;
SATV 611; Total 1313) National Mean 903

2.

ACT (29.5) National Mean 18.6

3.

52 National Merit Semifinalists; and
Honorable Mention, 31 percent
Testing Highlights
... Mean SAT composition score for IMSA
seniors was 410 points above the national
average for college-bound seniors.
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... Mean ACT composite score IMSA seniors
was 10.9 points above the national average
for college-bound seniors.
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... Of IMSA juniors and seniors taking the
Advanced Placement Examinations, 90.5%
scored 11311 or beHer and 73.4% scored "4" or
beHer.
... Mean Achievement TEst scores for IMSA
seniors in Mathematics - Level II was 757,91
points higher than the national average for
college-bound seniors. Mean Achievement
Test scores for IMSA seniors in English
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Composition was 645,122 points higher
than the national average for COllege-bound
seniors.
... Fifty-two members of the IMSA Class of
1990 (31.1%) were named National merit
semifinalists by receiving a PSAT Selection
Index of 196.
4.

One of four national winners in IBM
SuperQuest Competition

5.

One Westinghouse finalist

6.

One honorable Mention
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B.

One Presidential Scholar from Illinois

Other factors linked to success: depend on
creative participation of adults in careers, but
often not connected in the educational
experience-less traditional and far more difficult
to measure
1.

These are the factors that attempt to assess
how the quality of program, teaching
affected student learning that occurred at
the Academy

2.

These are the factors that attempt to assess
whether or not our students are becoming
the "decidedly different learners" we are
trying to develop in our Student Learner
Outcomes

3.

Our new mission statement declares not
only what we are, but what we aspire to be,
and it reads as follows:

liThe mission of the Illinois Mathematics and
Science Academy, a community of scholars
dedicated to intellectual exploration and
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"

discovery, is to develop leaders who know
the joy of forging interconnections among
mathematics, science, art and humanities~
and who by example and by instruction,
inspire others to live in harmony with
themselves, other human beings, and the
physical world."

c.

What we are beginning to discern from this study
is whether we are accomplishing what we say we
are:
AGAIN BROAD QUESTIONS

1.

Are we developing a community of
scholars?

2.

Have we fostered intellectual exploration
and discovery?

3.

How are we creating an environment that
encourages people to pursue mathematics
and science as careers

4.

Are we developing ethical leaders?
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5.

Have we developed a curriculum that
integrates the disciplines and fosters the
understanding of interconnections, and

6.

Have we developed a "harmonious culturel!
that recognizes and celebrates the health of
body, mind and spirit?

7.

And if we have--how do we know--what is
our evidence?
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D.

These are the questions we are ultimately trying
to answer; and in addition to t~e more traditional
questions, and this survey begins to provide
some information.
Specifically, however, the foci of this study wer to:
1.

Compare our unique setting to more
traditional settings

2.

Gather student reflections for the purpose of
program improvement

3.

Gather information about the "performance"
and reflections of recent graduates in
comparing how students that experience
uniqueness of IMSA program differ from
those of like ability who have not had the
opportunity
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E.

Proud first residential school to develop
comprehensive follow-up of graduates
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III.

PRESENTATION
A.

Dr. Gallagher review research results, analysis to
date, not yet completed, analysis is all of value

B.

Respond to questions

C.

Other areas of inquiry

